For Every Class
- Pencils
- Black or Blue Pens
- Loose-Leaf Paper
- Inexpensive Earbuds

ENGLISH
- 3 Ring Binder (at least 2") with tabs OR an accordion file (enough for 4 or 5 sections)
- Loose Leaf Paper
- Writing Utensils
- Earbuds

SOCIAL STUDIES
- 2" or 3" Binder with Dividers
- Earbuds or Headphones

MATH
- #2 Pencils & Erasers
- Ruler
- Pocket Folder
- Scientific Calculator (TI 30xIIs Texas Instruments Scientific Calculator)

SCIENCE
- (2) 3" Ring Binder
- Basic Calculator
- Pencils

FRENCH
- 1 1½-2" Binder
- 1 Pack of Loose-Leaf Paper or Notebook
- 5 Tab Dividers
- 3-4 packages of Index Cards

SPANISH
- 8 Packages of index cards
- (2"-3") Three-ring Binder
- 5 Tab Dividers
- 1 Pack of Loose-Leaf Paper
SPECIAL AREAS MATERIALS LIST for 2021-2022
(7th and 8th Grade Only)

**ART (all grades for Art)**
- #2 pencils with erasers
- erasers
- colored pencils
- 1 black fine Tip Sharpie marker
- 1 black Ultra Fine Tip Sharpie Marker

**Studio Art Supplies**
- 8 ½ x 11 inch sketchbook, preferably spiral bound (the hard cover ones work the best 9x12 is ok as well)
- black Sharpie markers- TWO ultra fine and TWO regular
- Colored Pencils (at least 24/box) Crayola, Prang, Ticonderoga are all fine. NO Rose Art or Colorific
- Drawing Pencils 2H- HB- 2B and 4B or 4H (These come in sets usually. Derwent and Staedler are good. The Portfolio brand is a good set but harder to find.)
- Erasers- one plastic (white or clear,) one kneaded (A pink eraser can be switched for the gummed eraser)
- One thin pencil Case- Label this clearly with your Name!
- One hand held pencil sharpener
- A ruler
- Scissors and Glue
- Basic Watercolor set (Crayola or Prang are great!)
- Basic Oil Pastel Set (Crayola is great!)

**HEALTH (7th grade)**
- pencils
- folder with pockets
- earbuds

**COMPUTER LAB:**
- Computer earbuds
  (you can find them at the dollar store)

**FAMILY CONSUMER SCIENCE (8th grade)**
- Subject notebook – Just for Family Consumer Science.
- 2 pocket folder – Just for Family Consumer Science.
- 1 Pack of colored pencils or markers to be left in the classroom

**GENERAL MUSIC (7th and 8th grade)**
- pocket folder
- pencil
- school ruled paper
- 1 subject spiral notebook
- earbuds (dollar store kind)
- $4.00 to purchase a recorder, or provide your own

**TECHNOLOGY - Grade 7**
- #2 pencils (three required)
- wired earbuds or headphones

**TECHNOLOGY - Grade 8**
- 1” 3 ring binder – single subject
- Pencils & earbuds
- 1 gallon size Ziploc bags

**CHORUS & BAND CONCERTS:**
- black dress pants/skirt
- black socks/tights
- black shoes
- white dress shirt

**Physical Education**
Students will be issued a school lock if they wish to keep their clothes in a locker. Students who do not want to keep their clothes in a locker will need to bring a change of clothes each class.